BALLOT
Resolutions from the June 4, 5, and 6 Representative Assembly Meetings

This printed ballot is for reference purposes only. Only votes cast online will be counted.

Votes must be cast electronically by no later than 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, June 18, 2024.

Reference Materials are posted on the following webpage:
https://senate.ucsd.edu/online-tools/interactive-utilities/voting-surveys/

All voting is electronic. Please use the following link to vote:
https://senext.ucsd.edu/secure/inquiry/ballot/2024_June_Assembly_Resolutions

Senate Council Questions (Resolution 1 of 5)
June 4, 2024 Representative Assembly Agenda Item 10a (Reference Packet)

1. Should Chancellor Khosla have authorized the use of an outside police force to remove the encampment?
   ___ Yes, I agree
   ___ No, I disagree
   ___ I abstain

2. Do the actions of Chancellor Khosla merit confidence in his ability to continue as the UC San Diego Chancellor?
   If a majority of votes cast are yes, the San Diego Division of the Academic Senate will submit the following statement:
   The San Diego Division of the Academic Senate has confidence in Chancellor Pradeep K. Khosla's leadership due to his actions to remove the encampment of protesters on the UC San Diego campus and the use of an outside police force on May 6, 2024. Therefore, Chancellor Khosla should continue as Chancellor of UC San Diego.
   ___ Yes, I agree
   ___ No, I disagree
   ___ I abstain

3. Do the actions of Chancellor Khosla merit no confidence which means he should be removed as the UC San Diego Chancellor?
   If a majority of votes cast are yes, the San Diego Division of the Academic Senate will submit the following statement:
   The San Diego Division of the Academic Senate has no confidence in Chancellor Pradeep K. Khosla's leadership due to his actions to remove the encampment of protesters on the UC San Diego campus and the use of an outside police force on May 6, 2024. These actions justify removal as the Chancellor of UC San Diego.
   ___ Yes, I agree
   ___ No, I disagree
   ___ I abstain
**Senate Council Questions (Resolution 1 of 5) – continued**

4. **Do the actions of Chancellor Khosla merit censure?**

   If a majority of votes cast are yes, the San Diego Division of the Academic Senate will submit the following statement:

   *The San Diego Division of the Academic Senate hereby censures Chancellor Pradeep K. Khosla for his actions to remove the encampment of protesters on the UC San Diego campus and the use of an outside police force on May 6, 2024.*

   ___ Yes, I agree  
   ___ No, I disagree  
   ___ I abstain

**Resolution for a Vote of Confidence in Chancellor Khosla (Resolution 2 of 5)**

June 4, 2024 Representative Assembly Agenda Item 14a ([Reference Packet](#))

Please indicate whether you agree with the following resolution for a *vote of confidence* in Chancellor Khosla:

Whereas, the unauthorized encampment that was established on our campus, placed UC San Diego at significant risk;

Whereas, Chancellor Khosla consulted with multiple stakeholders on the removal of the unauthorized encampment in an effective way, including the Academic Senate, and decided to proceed based on a full risk assessment;

Whereas, it is the responsibility of Chancellor Khosla to act in an expeditious manner in situations that were not safe for our campus community;

Therefore, be it resolved that Chancellor Khosla has earned the support and positive acknowledgment of the UC San Diego community in his decision to remove the unauthorized encampment, and for his timely response to the crisis.

Be it further resolved that Chancellor Khosla's actions place UC San Diego as an example of a positive and measured response to the unreasonable demands of a group that is not representative of the UC San Diego community.

___ Yes, I agree  
___ No, I disagree  
___ I abstain
Resolution for a Vote of No Confidence in Chancellor Khosla (Resolution 3 of 5)
June 4, 2024 Representative Assembly Agenda Item 14d (Reference Packet)

Please indicate whether you agree with the following resolution for a vote of no confidence in Chancellor Khosla:

Whereas, student protestors were peacefully raising concerns, and there was no evidence of violence and no disruption of teaching and research activities;

Whereas, UCSD Campus police had a liaison with student leaders and could have taken care of any potential safety concerns;

Whereas, faculty leaders made repeated efforts to bring the Administration leadership to talk with students and to come up with a resolution, while other Senate faculty wrote to encourage the Chancellor to engage in dialogue with the protestors, and the Administration refused to respond;

Whereas, UCSD has a professional staff of mediators in the Office of the Ombuds trained to help resolve issues "arising from interpersonal and group conflict" that could have been the perfect entity to help the Administration and protestors to engage in constructive dialogue (but this opportunity was also missed and avenues of dialogue and peaceful resolution were not pursued);

Whereas, Chancellor Khosla’s decision to call in the UC Police, San Diego Police, and California Highway Patrol to break up a peaceful demonstration with violence and arrests violated free speech, inflicted undeserved trauma on students, and provoked serious disruption of university business.

Therefore, be it resolved that we no longer have confidence in Chancellor Khosla due to his failure to uphold the right to peaceful protest, the UCSD Principles of Community, and the mechanisms of shared governance, as well as to model one of the most fundamental skills of leadership – the ability to dialogue and resolve disagreements with constituents.

___ Yes, I agree
___ No, I disagree
___ I abstain

Resolution to Censure Chancellor Khosla (Resolution 4 of 5)
June 4, 2024 Representative Assembly Agenda Item 14e (Reference Packet)

Please indicate whether you agree with the following resolution to censure Chancellor Khosla:

The San Diego Division of the UC Academic Senate hereby resolves to censure UC San Diego Chancellor Pradeep Khosla for his decisions and actions concerning the use of non-campus police to remove UC San Diego student protestors from campus by force on May 6th, 2024.

___ Yes, I agree
___ No, I disagree
___ I abstain
Campus Healing and Improved Response to Future Civil Disobedience (Resolution 5 of 5)
June 4, 2024 Representative Assembly Agenda Item 14b (Reference Packet)

Please indicate whether you agree with the following resolution pertaining to Campus Healing and Improved Response to Future Civil Disobedience:

Resolved: In order to help heal the fabric of trust binding our Community we call upon the Chancellor to:
1. take all actions within his power to drop or minimize all disciplinary actions and criminal charges against the protestors; and
2. engage in sincere discussions with the protestors in an attempt to find concrete actions by UCSD that would address the concerns that motivated their protest.

Further Resolved: In order to make future police actions on campus in response to peaceful civil disobedience less likely we call upon the Chancellor to create with the Academic Senate:
1. a specific classification of civil disobedience actions and the appropriate threshold of police action that will be followed based on that classification;
2. mechanisms for sustained communication with protestors regarding their concerns;
3. platforms facilitating dialogue between protesters and those who feel unsafe due to their protest; and
4. a permanent administration-faculty-student committee coordinating the campus response.

___ Yes, I agree
___ No, I disagree
___ I abstain